
GALAXY
WORD GAMES

(AV round)





Rules for Nyanvines
+50 for the first 3 teams, -20 if incorrect



storm
drop
card
office
plan
tie
eaves
game
rain
post
plan



bell
cash
cow
gun
home
ivory
machine
minister
prime
run
time
tower
zone



river
gas
launch
bank
air
pad
duct
note
lily
tear
lock
tiger
tape



drum
glass
lip
burn
beat
shot
heart
powder
ear
hour
stick
gun
pot



bin
shock
jacket
star
sound
coach
fish
wave
leather
shell
hook
stage
dust
barrier



court
table
pork
stick
martial
tennis
yard
door
slap
stop
knob
tennis
vine
chop



Rules for Rebuses
Write your answers, +20 for each



KNOW it NO



HAMLET
Word Word



Quack Quack
Cluck Cluck



Pistol Jr.



Gr 12” ave



Caught between Anglo-
Saxon, Latin and 

American
Did somebody say English?



Rules for Etymology and 
Urban Dictionary

+20 on Bounce, +25/-10 on Pounce 



This figurative book is presumably a book of rules or 
laws. Originally, and still in its normal usage, this 

expression meant to impose the maximum penalty. For 
criminals this is likely to mean life imprisonment. 

Nowadays, the expression may be used more generally, 
often where the punishment or reprimand is far less 

extreme.

To throw the book at someone



It is proverbial that ________ cry like a person in distress to lure men close 
enough to snatch and devour them, then shed tears over the fate of their 
victim. References to this proverbial belief are found in ancient Greek and 
Latin literature.
In a book entitled "Voiage and Travaile of Sir John Maundeville" (c.1400) it 
was written that:
Cokadrilles... Theise serpentes slen men, and thei eten hem wepynge.

Crocodile tears



A form of this expression was used as early as 1459, to 
mean to have no difficulty. It seems evident that the 
allusion is to the actual occurrence of bones in stews or 
soup. Soup without bones would offer no difficulty, and 
accordingly one would have no hesitation in swallowing 
soup with no bones.

To make no bones about a matter



In its original form, this phrase appears in "The Slang Dictionary" (1860). 
The reference is to the sponges used to cleanse combatants' faces at prize 
fights. One contestant's manager throwing in the sponge would signal that 
as that side had had enough the sponge was no longer required. In recent 
years, ______ have been substituted for sponges at fights, and 
consequently in the expression too.

To throw in the towel



Though this word, first recorded in 1659, is inspired by the nocturnal cry, or 
“waul,” of the ______, X are actually “human whistles expressing 
disapproval.” A/An X was apparently first “a squeaking instrument, a kind 
of whistle used  especially in British music halls to express impatience or 
disapprobation.” It then came to mean a shrill shrieking whistle people 
made in imitation of the instrument and used for the same purposes. In 
America, however, such shrill whistles (though in this case not called X) 
can be expressions of approval of a performance.

Catcalls



Malcolm X stirred up a hornet’s nest when he said this about John F. 
Kennedy after the president was assassinated, possibly alluding to alleged 
C.I.A. attempts on Fidel Castro’s life. But the saying is an old one, dating 
back to at least 1810 in the form of “Curses are like young ________; they 
always come home to _______,” which appears to have been the invention 
of English poet laureate Robert Southey as the motto of his poem “The 
Curse of Kehama.”

Chickens come home to roost



________ were once only the little people who lived in 
Oz, a land invented by L. Frank Baum in The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz (1900). But with the great popularity of the 
book and the motion picture made from it, the word 
became a synonym for any little person, especially a 
small, adorable child.

Munchkins



First recorded in 1848, _________ probably didn’t originate in a lawyer’s 
office. A good bet is that it had its origins in some card game, probably 
either poker or faro. Simpler versions of these games didn’t allow 
complicated betting but shut the pot after the ante was put in it. The term 
could have passed into general use from the card tables to take on the 
meaning of “easily decided or immediately obvious.”

Open and Shut



Here the person _______ is in the other person’s power or at his mercy. In 
the days before mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and other modern methods 
of lifesaving, lifeguards placed drowning victims over a _________, which 
was rolled back and forth while the lifeguard tried to revive them. Victims 
were certainly in the lifeguard’s power, and the process is probably the 
origin of the phrase.

Over a barrel



X, American slang for a dupe or sucker since at least 1909, may derive 
from the Italian pazzo, “foolish or crazy,” brought to America by Italian 
immigrants. Pazzo, in turn, could derive from the Italian expression uno dei 
pazzi, “one of the fools or crazies,” which may come from the name of the 
much ridiculed Pazzi family of 15th- century Florence, who were foolish 
enough to oppose the powerful Medici and were slaughtered.

X - scapegoat. red herring. person accused of a something as a cover for a 
bigger more elaborate crime.

Patsy



When the auto-correct feature on your iPod Touch or 
iPhone tries to correct your spelling, but instead 
changes it to words that just don’t make sense with 
what you're typing.

Auto Incorrect



When you complain about something for the 

sole purpose of bringing it up in conversation 

to brag about it.

Bragplaining



Something that strikes a chord in someone's thinking, 

creating a spur of "enlightenment" and stimulation in 

knowledge, especially in subjects like philosophy & 

logic.

Brain boner



___________ is the predominant brand of reasoning in 

bodybuilding circles where the anecdotal reports of 

jacked dudes are considered more credible than 

scientific research.

Broscience



Sore neck as a result of headbanging at a 

metal concert.

Bangover



Wearing the same old Halloween costume to 

parties, year after year.

Deja boo



A person who always under estimates the 

time necessary to do something or get 

somewhere.

Chronoptimist



When two male best friends officially end 

their friendship over a lame disagreement, 

usually concerning a girl.

Dudevorce



Cryptmanteau



Rules for Cryptmanteau
+20 on Bounce, +25/-10 on Pounce



cerebrum puzzled Nabir (5) 
fan in man I acknowledge (6)

brainiac- brain + maniac  



head of Wales thrice gave internet 
(3)
marines worried for conference (7)

webinar- www + seminar  



German racist to hear, not see (4) 
strives for equality in crazy mini 
fest  (6)

feminazi- female + nazi  



feeling confused in me too (7)
symbol in Vedic one (4)

emoticon - emotion + icon 



Oto in mister machine (5) 
Plead insanely for bicycle part(5)

moped- motor + pedal 



 
ridicule an imitation (4) 
Dr. Human Terry heard a report(11)

mockumentary- mock + documentary  



onset of Skype to heaven (3) 
seize to hear high Jack  (6)

skyjack- sky+ hijack  



Matt listens to a subject (4) 
the tale confused gymnast (7) 

mathlete- math + athlete



All Ye Masons!



Rules for Word Pyramids
● In the 1st  minute +150 for completing
● In the 2nd minute +100 for completing
● In the 3rd minute: all correct: 50
● Else 1 point per letter given correct word



_  the birds and the _ees
_ _  from beginning
_ _ _  Leave it to Dee Dee to ruin this
_ _ _ _  released, i heard, an animal chews on this
_ _ _ _ _  If I were the disgraced one in my family, what would 

 my “Baa Baa" be called?
_ _ _ _ _ _  The first blow is half the _______.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  To write cuneiform, one needs wedges and ______.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _If you can test it, it can be called _________.
 





b the birds and the _ees
ab from beginning
lab Leave it to Dee Dee to ruin this
bale released, i heard, an animal chews on this
bleat If I were the disgraced one in my family, what would 

my “Baa Baa" be called?
Battle The first blow is half the _______.
Tablets To write cuneiform, one needs wedges and ______.
Testable If you can test it, it can be called _________.
 



_ SM_XLXXL
_ _ list directory contents
_ _ _ The first wor(l)d for casinos
_ _ _ _ He is in pain = He _____.
_ _ _ _ _ Slow as a ______.
_ _ _ _ _ _ One of the Russian tyrants?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ An elastic protein
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Price of an item ______ due to rise in demand of 

the item.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Slender thread-like fibres





l SM_XLXXL
ls list directory contents
las The first wor(l)d for casinos
ails He is in pain = He _____.
Snail Slow as a ______.
stalin One of the Russian tyrants?
elastin An elastic protein
inflates Price of an item ______ due to rise in demand of the 

item.
filaments Slender thread-like fibres



_ Rills were formed by water _rills
_ _ ____, ego, superego
_ _ _ non-euphemistic way of saying passed away
_ _ _ _ Santa asked Rudolph to be his _______.
_ _ _ _ _ liquor from apples
_ _ _ _ _ _ to give directions
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ declaimed
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ guarded
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ With a ruler and compass, you could not have

________ an angle. 





d Rills were formed by water _rills
Id ____, ego, superego
Die non-euphemistic way of saying passed away
ride Santa asked Rudolph to be his _______.
cider liquor from apples
Direct to give directions
Recited declaimed
Discreet guarded
trisected With a ruler and compass, you could not have

________ an angle. 



_ are
_ _ augmented reality
_ _ _ a tobacco residue that settles in your lungs
_ _ _ _ it makes a stunt with a wheel attached to it
_ _ _ _ _ twenty fourth of the purity of elemental aurum
_ _ _    _ _ _ If were a taxi driver, I would love the idea of this art
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Here, you eat and drink while entertainment goes on
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I am afraid of the T-phage virus
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ mark the freezing point and boiling point on a 

thermometer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to judge others leniently is to be _________.





r are
ar augmented reality
tar a tobacco residue that settles in your lungs
cart it makes a stunt with a wheel attached to it
carat twenty fourth of the purity of elemental aurum
Cab art If were a taxi driver, I would love the idea of this art
cabaret Here, you eat and drink while entertainment goes on
Bacteria I am afraid of the T-phage virus
calibrate mark the freezing point and boiling point on a 

thermometer
charitable to judge others leniently is to be _________.



For the fear of God, 
huddle together!

Aren’t religions also a collection of collective 
nouns and phobias?



Rules for Collective 
Nouns and Phobias

+15 on Bounce, +20/-10 on Pounce



The continental cuisine they serve in 
Hall 3 is excellent. I guess it is 

prepared by a ________ of iguanas.

Mess



I was reading a book (in azw format) on my 
ebook reader when a few kittens barged into 
my room to sit beside me. The _______ of 

kittens kept making funny sounds while 
pawing the screen.

Kindle



After solving a case on hounds, Sherlock 
was asked to look into the weird habits of 
certain bears. The notorious _______ of 

bears had mauled a few of the village folk.

Sleuth



The new design of the hovercraft with rapidly 
beating wings failed its test yesterday due to 

unsteady wing oscillations. It has been 
codenamed Monarch Butterfly due to its 

behavioural resemblance to a _________ of 
butterflies.

Flutter



The ________ of (robotic) 
cockroaches invaded our air space 
yesterday to sabotage our stealth 

UAVs.
Intrusion



“Snipers are like foxes, they will hide and 
then kill you from afar like the cowards they 
are.” said Repicheep. While Aslan displayed 
mild annoyance at this, the _______ of foxes 

accompanying him were infuriated to hear 
this.

Skulk



People think of hippopotamuses as fat and 
swollen beasts who keep eating all the time. 
But the truth is that people saw a ________ 
of hippopotamuses resorting to cannibalism 

to feed themselves.
Bloat



If I had a flower of every colour that paints 
the feather of every pheasant that ever 

existed, I would not string them together to 
present it to you. Instead I would offer you a 
__________ of pheasants because you love 

birds and hate PETA.
Bouquet



If Frothfist is agyrophobic, he will look left and right for 
fear of getting hit by a random package flying off the 
chute and then repeat this act indefinitely muttering 
under his breath, “I am not the proverbial chicken.”

What is agyrophobia?

Fear of crossing the street



If Humayun is bathmophobic, he will not let 
his sprawling palace have anything more 

than the ground floor.
What is bathmophobia?
Fear of stairs or slopes



If I were cyanophobic, I would be afraid of 
spotting Rigel in an azure sky.

What is cyanophobia?
Fear of the colour blue



When Sam found out about Charlie’s 
childhood traumas, she immediately 

understood the reason for his erotophobia.
What is erotophobia?
Fear of sexual love



Wennerstrom was forced into gelotophobia 
by being mocked publicly when Blomkvist 

exposed him. He was shown cringing when 
Blomkvist greeted him with a sardonic grin.

What is gelotophobia?
Fear of being laughed at



I wonder why she likes whales but not 
sharks. I think she is icthyophobic.

What is icthyophobia?
Fear of fish



Squad Zero suffers from nomophobia. On a 
mission, if they cannot contact Zero, they get 
a panic attack and start fainting. I think they 
should not be allowed to go to places where 

people use pigeons to communicate.
What is nomophobia?

Fear of being out of mobile phone contact



The Church used to make people toe the 
line in the Medieval times. Their main 

weapon against them was stygiophobia. 
Texts like Dante’s Divine Comedy helped 

their mission.
What is stygiophobia?

Fear of Hell



Potpourri



Rules for the Masquerade 
round

+50 on Bounce, +70/-25 on Pounce 



Charade
My first all sellers like to get,
When they a bargain make;

My next they’ll tell you in a pet 
That they will never take: 

My whole is sure of names the worst 
By which we man can call 

And he that is so far accurst 
Must be despised by all.

Worthless



Transposition

Ye riddling fair, disclose my name,
No doubt you quickly will descry it: 
The self same characters proclaim 

The fruit, and how you’d wish to buy it.

Peach-Cheap



Reversal

What skins of oranges are call'd 
If you ( reverse), will show 

The pow’r that seems most like to death 
Of any that we know.

Peels-Sleep



Beheadment

Tho' small I am, yet, when entire,
I’ve force to set the world on fire. 

Take off a letter, and ‘tis clear 
My paunch will hold a herd of deer: 

Dismiss another, and you’ll find 
I once contain'd all human kind.

Spark-Park-Ark



Charade

Without aid from my first, the deep organ were mute,
not a note could escape from the soft breathing flute:

My second oft poured its melodious strains,
Gently touch’d by the skill of Arcadian swains:

By the powers of my whole, conversations maintain’d,
Sweet music is played, knotty points are explain’d. 

Windpipe



Rules for Animal Words 
and Onomatopoeia
Write your answers, +10 for each



1. A weasel like creature that keeps 
searching for something frantically



2. A marine creature that would like 
to close the holes in ice securely



3. A howling creature that eats 
ravenously



4. A ferocious marine animal that 
unscrupulously exploits others



5. A shelled creature that grumbles 
about petty things



6. An aquatic bird proclaims to have 
medical knowledge



7. A bird makes small sounds on 
internet



8. A speaking bee sparks excitement



9. Slap hard to make one’s lips part



10. To appear magnified while 
speeding past





Answers
1. Ferret
2. Seal
3. Wolf
4. Shark
5. Crab
6. Quack
7. Tweet
8. Buzz
9. Smack

10. Zoom


